This paper develops tests for comparing the accuracy of predictive densities derived from (possibly misspecified) diffusion models. In particular, we first outline a simple simulation based framework for constructing predictive densities for one-factor and stochastic volatility models. Then, we construct accuracy assessment tests that are in the spirit of Diebold and Mariano (1995) and White (2000) . In order to establish the asymptotic properties of our tests, we also develop a recursive variant of the nonparametric simulated maximum likelihood estimator of Fermanian and Salanié (2004) . In an empirical illustration, the predictive densities from several models of the one-month federal funds rates are compared.
Introduction
Correct specification of models describing dynamics of financial assets is crucial for everything from pricing bonds and derivative assets to designing appropriate hedging strategies. Hence, it is of little surprise that there has been considerable attention given to the issue of testing for the correct specification of diffusion models. In this paper, we do not construct specification tests in the usual sense, but instead assume that all models are (possibly) misspecified, and outline a simulation based methodology for comparing the accuracy of predictive densities based on alternative models.
To place this paper in the correct historical context, note that a first generation of specification testing papers, initiated by the work of Aït-Sahalia (1996) , compares the marginal densities implied by hypothesized null models with nonparametric estimates thereof, for the case of one factor models (see also Pritsker (1998) , and Jiang (1998) , Durham (2003) ). While one factor models may in some cases provide a reasonable representation for short-term interest rates, there is a somewhat widespread consensus that stock returns and term structures are better modeled using multiple factor diffusions. To take this into account, Corradi and Swanson (2005a) outline a test for comparing the cumulative distribution (marginal or joint) implied by a hypothesized null model with the corresponding empirical distribution. Their test, can be used in the context of multidimensional and/or multifactor models. Needless to say, tests based on the comparison of marginal distributions have no power against iid alternatives with the same marginal, while tests based on the comparison of joint distributions do not suffer of this problem. Nevertheless, correct specification of the joint distribution is not equivalent to that of the conditional; and hence focus in the literature now centers on comparing conditional distributions. When considering conditional distributions, a key difficulty that arises stems from the fact that knowledge of the drift and variance terms of a diffusion process does not in turn imply knowledge of the transition density, in general. Indeed, if the functional form of the transition density were known, one could test the hypothesis of correct specification of a diffusion via the probability integral transform approach of Diebold, Gunther and Tay (1998) ; the cross spectrum approach of Hong (2001) , Hong, Li and Zhao (2004) , and Hong and Li (2005) ; the martingalization type Kolmogorov test of Bai (2003) ; or via the normality transformation approaches of Bontemps and Meddahi (2005) and Duan (2003) . Furthermore, for the case in which the transition density is unknown, tests could be constructed by comparing the kernel (conditional) density estimator of the actual and simulated data, as in Altissimo and Mele (2009) , and Thompson (2008) ; by comparing the conditional distribution of the simulated and of the historical data, as in Bhardwaj, Corradi and Swanson (2008) ; or by using the approaches of Aït-Sahalia (2002) and Aït-Sahalia, Fan and Peng (2009) , where closed form approximations of conditional densities under the null are compared with data driven kernel density estimates.
All of the papers cited above deal with testing for the correct specification of a given diffusion model. Nevertheless, and as alluded to above, we believe that all models are probably best viewed as approximations of reality and thus are likely to be misspecified. Therefore, we focus on choosing the "best" model from amongst (multiple) misspecified alternatives. Moreover, the "best" model is selected by constructing tests that compare both predictive densities and/or predictive conditional confidence intervals associated with alternative models.
Our approach is to measure accuracy using a distributional generalization of mean square error, as defined in Corradi and Swanson (2005b) . Namely, let F τ k (u|X t , θ † k ) be the distribution of X t+τ given X t , evaluated at u, implied by diffusion model k, and let F τ 0 (u|X t , θ 0 ) be the distribution associated with the underlying and unknown "true" model. Now, choose model k over model 1, say, if E µ ³ . Our tests can be viewed as distributional generalizations of both Diebold and Mariano (1995) and White (2000) . Note that if we knew F τ k (u|X t , θ † k ) in closed form, then we could proceed as in Corradi and Swanson (2006a,b) . However, the functional form of the model implied conditional distribution is not known in closed form, in general, and hence we rely on a simulation-based approach to facilitate testing. As is customary in the out-of-sample evaluation literature, the sample of T observations is split into two subsamples, such that T = R + P, where only the last P observations are used for predictive evaluation. We first simulate P − τ τ−step ahead paths, using X R , ..., X R+P −τ as starting values. Then, a scaled difference between the conditional distribution, estimated with historical as well as simulated data is used to construct our test statistic. One complication that arises in this setup is that for the case of stochastic volatility (SV) models, the initial value of the volatility process is unobserved. To overcome this problem, it suffices to simulate the process using different random initial values for the volatility process. Thereafter, one simply constructs the empirical distribution of the asset price process for any given initial value of the volatility process, and takes an average over the latter. This integrates out the effect of the volatility initial value.
The limiting distributions of the suggested statistics are shown to be (functional of) Gaussian processes with covariance kernels that reflect the contribution of recursive parameter estimation error. In order to provide asymptotically (first order) valid critical values, we introduce a new bootstrap procedure that mimics the contribution of parameter estimation error in a recursive setting. This is achieved by establishing consistency and asymptotic normality of both simulated generalized method of moments (SGMM) and nonparametric simulated quasi maximum likelihood (NPSQML) estimators of (possibly misspecified) diffusion models, in a recursive setting, and by establishing the first order validity of their bootstrap analogs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the setup. Section 3 outlines the testing procedure for choosing between m > 2 models, and establishes the asymptotic properties thereof. In Section 4, we develop a recursive version of the nonparametric simulated (quasi) maximum likelihood (NPSQML) estimator of Fermanian and Salanié (2004) and outline conditions under which asymptotic equivalence between NPSQML and the corresponding recursive QMLE obtains. An empirical illustration is provided in Section 5, in which various models of the effective federal funds rate are compared. All proofs are collected in an appendix. Hereafter, let P * denote the probability law governing the resampled series, conditional on the (entire) sample, let E * and V ar * denote the mean and variance operators associated with
defines the conditional distribution of X t+τ , given X t and evaluated at u, under the probability law generated by model k). Analogously, define F τ 0 (u|X t , ϑ 0 ) = P τ ϑ 0 (X t+τ ≤ u|X t ) to be the "true" conditional distribution. We measure model accuracy in terms of a distributional analog of mean square error. In particular, model 1 is defined to be more accurate than model k if:
This measure defines a norm and implies a standard goodness of fit measure (see e.g. Corradi and Swanson (2005b) 
computed using all observations up to time t, P + R = T , N is the number of simulation paths used in estimation, and h is the discretization interval. Hence, prediction errors should be constructed as follows. Simulate P − τ paths of length τ, using X R+1 , ..., X R+P −τ as starting values, and using the recursively estimated parameters, b ϑ k,t,N,h , t = R, ..., R + P − τ. Then, construct the empirical distribution of the series simulated under model k. Then, test statistics are constructed relying on the fact that, under some regularity conditions, as discussed in Bhardwaj, Corradi and Swanson (2008) :
where
e. by the model used to simulate the series), conditional on the (simulation) starting value X t . Furthermore, the marginal distribution of X ϑ † t+τ (X t ) is the distribution of X t+τ conditional on the values observed at time t. Thus,
In the above expression, X ϑ k,t,N,h k,t+τ,i (X t ) is generated according to a Milstein scheme, where
with qh iid ∼ N (0, h), q = 1, . . . , Q; and where σ 0 is the derivative of σ(·) with respect to its first argument.
Additionally, the argument X t in X ϑ k,t,N,h k,t+τ,i (X t ) denotes that the starting value for the simulation is X t . Note, that the last term on the RHS of (3) is nonzero whenever we have one (or more) jump realization(s) in the interval [(q − 1)h, qh]. Moreover, as neither the intensity nor the jump size are state dependent, the jump component can be simulated without any discretization error, as follows. Begin by making a draw from a Poisson distribution with intensity parameter b λ k τ, say J k . This gives a realization for the number of jumps over the simulation time span. Then, draw J k uniform random variables over [0, τ] , and sort them in ascending order, so that U 1 ≤ U 2 ≤ ... ≤ U J k . These provide realizations for the J k jump times. Then, make J k independent draws from φ k , say y k,1 , ..., y k,J k . An important feature of this simulation procedure is that to generate X ϑ k,t,N,h k,t+τ,i (X t ), i = 1, ..., N, for t = R, ..., T − τ we must use (for each t) the same set of randomly drawn errors, as well as the same draws for numbers of jumps, jump times and jump sizes. Thus, only the starting value used to initialize the simulations change. More precisely, the errors used in simulation are defined to be qh,i iid ∼ N (0, h), with Qh = τ , i = 1, ..., N . Now, proceed by constructing X
(X T −τ ), where T = R + P + τ − 1, and i = 1, ..., N. This yields an N xP matrix of simulated values, where P = T − R − τ + 1 refers to the length of the out-of-sample period. The key feature of this setup is that it enables the comparison of simulated values X ϑ k,R+j,N,h k,R+j+τ,i (X R+j ) with actual values that are τ periods ahead (i.e. X R+j+τ ), for j = 1, ..., P . In this manner, we are able to propose tests for simulation based ex ante predictive density comparison.
Turning now to the case of stochastic volatility models, whenever both intensity and jump size are non state dependent, a jump component can be simulated and added to either the return and/or the volatility process in the same manner as above. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we consider stochastic volatility models without jumps in the sequel. Extension to general multidimensional and multifactor models both with and without jumps follows directly. Finally, note that as we are considering the case of no jumps, parameters and estimators will be denoted by θ instead of ϑ. Consider model k, k = 1, ..., m, defined as follows:
The last terms on the RHS of (5) involve stochastic integrals and cannot be explicitly computed. However, they can be approximated, up to an error of order o(h) by (see eq. (3.7), p.347 in Kloeden and Platen (1999) ):
where for j = 1, 2, ξ j , μ j,p , ς j,r , η j,r are iid N (0, 1) random variables, ρ p = 1 12 − 1 2π 2 P p r=1 1 r 2 , and p is such that as h → 0, p → ∞.
In order to simulate paths for stochastic volatility models, proceed as follows:
Step 1: Using the schemes in (5) and (6), simulate (P − τ ) × S × N paths of length τ, setting the initial values for the observable state variable equal to the initial value X t , t = R + 1, ..., R + P − τ ; and for each X t , using the S different starting values for volatility (i.e. V θ k,t,N,S,h j , j = 1, ..., S). Thus, there are S paths rather than one, for each starting value of X t . For any initial value X t and V θ k,t,N,S,h j , t = R + 1, ..., R + P − τ and j = 1, ..., S, generate N independent paths of length τ. Also, keep the simulated randomness (i.e. 1,qh , 2,qh , R (q+1)h qh ³ R s qh dW 1,τ´d W 2,s ) constant across the different starting values for the unobservable and observable state variables. Now, define X θ k,t,N,S,h k,t+τ,i,j (X t , V θ k,t,N,S,h j ) to be the τ −step ahead value for the return series simulated (under model k), at replication i, i = 1, ..., N, using initial values X t and V θ k,t,N,S,h j .
Step 2: Construct an estimator of F
(u 1 ) using
denote the value of volatility at time t and at simulation j, simulated under model k, using parameters b θ k,t,N,S,h .
The asymptotic results in the sequel require the following assumptions. Assumption A1: (i) X(t), t ∈ < + , is a strictly stationary, geometric ergodic β−mixing diffusion; and (ii) R Y y p φ k (y)dy < ∞ for some p > 2.
, as defined in (1), are twice continuously differ- (4)) and
be twice continuously differentiable, Lipschitz, with Lipschitz constant independent of θ k , and assume that these terms grow at most at a linear rate, uniformly in Θ k , for l, l 0 , j, ι = 1, 2 and k = 1, ..., m.
Assumption A3: For k = 1, ..., m: (i) for any fixed h and
qh is geometrically ergodic and strictly stationary; (ii) X ϑ k k,t+τ,i is continuously differentiable in the interior of Θ k , for i = 1, ..., N ; and (iii)
For each model k = 1, ..., m the parameters b ϑ k,t,N,h admit the following expansion:
and as P, R, N → ∞ and h → 0,
Assumption A4': For each model k = 1, ..., m the parameters b ϑ k,t,N,S,h admit the following expansion:
Assumption A1(i) requires the diffusion, X(t), to be geometrically ergodic and β−mixing. In the case of no jumps, conditions for (geometric) β−mixing for (multivariate) diffusions which can be relatively easily verified are provided by Meyn and Tweedie (1993) . Such conditions suffice also for the case of jump diffusions, when both the intensity parameters and the jump sizes are independent of the state of the system. Recently, Makuda (2004) has extended the conditions for β−mixing to the case of jump diffusions in which the intensity parameter is constant, but the size of the jumps is state dependent.
Assumption A4 and A4' requires that the contribution of (recursive) parameter estimation error is √ P −consistent and asymptotically normal, regardless of whether or not the underlying model is misspecified. As outlined in detail in Section 4, a key point here is that E
¢ , regardless of whether or not the model is misspecified. We shall show that NPSQMLE and exactly identified SGMM satisfy this requirement. Needless to say, in some cases the transition density is known in closed form, and can be used to obtain quasi maximum likelihood estimators. For example, if the drift and variance terms, as well as the intensity of the jump process have affine structures, then there is no need to rely on simulation methods and parameters can be estimated via use of the conditional empirical characteristic function (see e.g. Singleton (2001) ).
Test Statistics

One Factor Models
First, consider comparing the predictive accuracy of 2 possibly misspecified diffusion models. The hypotheses of interest are:
Notice that the hypotheses are stated using a particular interval (i.e. (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ U xU )), so that the objective is evaluation of predictive densities for a given range of values. The test statistic is:
Theorem 1: Let Assumptions A1-A4 hold. Also, assume that models 1 and k are nonnested. If as P, R, N → ∞, h → 0, P/N → 0, h 2 P → 0, and P/R → π, where 0 < π < ∞, then: (i) Under
Note that W k (u 1 , u 2 ) reflects the contribution of recursive parameter estimation error. The intuitive argument underlying the proof to Theorem 1 is the following. Note that:
where o N (1) denotes terms approaching zero, as N → ∞. The statement follows by the same argument used in the case in which the closed form of the conditional distribution is known. Note that as N/P → ∞, we can neglect the contribution of simulation error in the asymptotic covariance matrix. Finally, it is easy to see that if P/R → π = 0, then the contribution of parameter estimation error vanishes.
In some circumstances, one may be interested in comparing one (benchmark) model against multiple competing models. In this case, the null hypothesis is that no model can outperform the benchmark model.
2
More specifically, the hypotheses of interest are:
The statistic for testing these hypotheses is:
Corollary 1: Let Assumptions A1-A4 hold. Also, assume that models 1 and k are nonnested for at least one k = 2, ..., m. If as P, R, N → ∞, h → 0, P/N → 0, h 2 P → 0, and P/R → π, where 0 < π < ∞, then:
where, with an abuse of notation,
, and
for j = 1, ..., m, and where
is an m−dimensional Gaussian random variable for which the associated covariance matrix has kk element given by W k (u 1 , u 2 ), as in Theorem 1(i).
Critical values for these tests can be obtained using a recursive version of the block bootstrap. When forming block bootstrap samples in the recursive case, observations at the beginning of the sample are used more frequently than observations at the end of the sample. This introduces a location bias to the usual block bootstrap, as under standard resampling with replacement, all blocks from the original sample have the same probability of being selected. Also, the bias term varies across samples and can be either positive or negative, depending on the specific sample. A first order valid bootstrap procedure for non simulation based m−estimators constructed using a recursive estimation scheme is outlined in Corradi and Swanson (2007a) . Here we extend the results of Corradi and Swanson (2007a) by establishing asymptotic results for cases where simulation based estimators are bootstrapped in a recursive setting.
In order to carry out the bootstrap, begin by resampling b blocks of length l from the full sample, with lb = T. For any given τ, it is necessary to jointly resample X t , X t+1 , ..., X t+τ . More precisely, let Z t,τ = (X t , X t+1 , ..., X t+τ ), t = 1, ..., T − τ. Now, resample b overlapping blocks of length l from Z t,τ . This
Recall that N is the number of simulated series, used to estimate the parameters. Note that as we shall assume N/R, N/P → ∞, simulation error vanishes and there is no need to resample the simulated series. Proceed by assuming that first order asymptotic validity of the bootstrap estimator can be established, as outlined in the following assumption (in Section 4 we shall provide primitive conditions under which NPSQMLE and SGMM satisfy this assumption). Assumption A5: As P, R, N → ∞ and h → 0, for k = 1, ..., m:
It is immediate to see that A5 ensures that
as the same limiting distribution as
k´, conditional on sample, and for all samples except a set with probability measure approaching zero. Given this assumption, the appropriate bootstrap statistic is:
Note that each bootstrap term is recentered around the (full) sample mean. This is necessary because the bootstrap statistic is constructed using the last P resampled observations, which in turn have been resampled from the full sample. In particular, this is necessary regardless of the ratio, P/R. Thus, even if P/R → 0, so that there is no need to mimic parameter estimation error (and hence the above statistic can be constructed using b ϑ k,t,N,h instead of b ϑ * k,t,N,h ), it remains the case that recentering of all bootstrap terms around the (full) sample mean is necessary. Theorem 2: Let Assumptions A1-A5 hold. Also, assume that models 1 and k are nonnested. If as P, R, N → ∞, h → 0, P/N → 0, h 2 P → 0, l → ∞, l/T 1/4 → 0, and P/R → π, where 0 < π < ∞, then:
Corollary 2: Let Assumptions A1-A5 hold. Also, assume that at least one model is nonnested with model
The above results suggest proceeding in the following manner. For any bootstrap replication, compute the bootstrap statistic (i.e. D * k,P,N (u 1 , u 2 ) or max k=2,...,m D * k,P,N (u 1 , u 2 )). Perform B bootstrap replications (B large) and compute the percentiles of the empirical distribution of the B bootstrap statistics. Reject H 0 , if D k,P,N (u 1 , u 2 ) is lesser than the α/2th percentile or greater than the (1−α/2)th-percentile of the bootstrap empirical distribution. This provides a test with asymptotic size α and unit asymptotic power. Furthermore, reject
is greater than the (1 − α)th-percentile of the bootstrap empirical distribution. Whenever μ 1 (u 1 , u 2 ) = μ k (u 1 , u 2 ), for k = 2, ..., m (i.e. when all competitors are as good as the benchmark), then the asymptotic size is α. However, whenever μ k (u 1 , u 2 ) > μ 1 (u 1 , u 2 ) for some k, the bootstrap critical values define upper bounds, and inference drawn on them is conservative.
Stochastic Volatility Models
The test statistic for comparing two models is:
and the bootstrap test statistic is:
Note that we do not need to resample the volatility process, although volatility is simulated under both b θ m,t,N,S,h and b θ * m,t,N,S,h m = 1, ..., k. Also, max k=2,...,m DV k,P,N (u 1 , u 2 ) and max k=2,...,m DV * k,P,N (u 1 , u 2 ) are defined analogous to their one factor counterparts. Assumption A5': As P, R, N, S → ∞ and h → 0, for k = 1, ..., m:
Theorem 3: Let Assumptions A1, A2', A3 and A4' hold. Also, assume that models 1 and k are nonnested. If as P, R, S, N → ∞, h → 0, P/N → 0, P/S → 0, h 2 P → 0, and P/R → π, where 0 < π < ∞, then: (i)
where μ(u 1 , u 2 ) and Z k (u 1 , u 2 ) are defined as in the statement of Theorem 2; and (ii) under H A , for k = 2, ..., m, Pr
Theorem 4: Let Assumptions A1, A2', A3, and A4'-A5' hold. Also, assume that models 1 and k are nonnested. If as P, R, S, N → ∞,
where 0 < π < ∞, then:
where μ k (u 1 , u 2 ) is defined as in the statement of Corollary 1.
Recursive Nonparametric Simulated Quasi Maximum Likelihood Estimators
In this chapter we develop a recursive version of the nonparametric simulated (quasi) maximum likelihood (NPSQML) estimator of Fermanian and Salanié (2004) and outline conditions under which asymptotic equivalence between NPSQML and the corresponding recursive QMLE obtains, hence ensuring that A4 and A4' hold. Analogous results are also established for the bootstrap counterpart of the recursive NPSQML estimators. A previous version of this paper contains results analogous to those reported in this section for the case of exactly identified simulated generalized methods of estimators of Duffie and Singleton (1993) .
One Factor Models
The idea underlying the nonparametric simulated maximum likelihood estimator of Fermanian and Salanié (2004) is to replace the unknown conditional density with a kernel estimator constructed using simulated data. Fermanian and Salanié (2004) focus on the case of exogenous conditioning variables, while Kristensen and Shin (2008) consider extensions to (fully observed) Markov models. In the sequel, we extend the estimator of Fermanian and Salanié (2004) and Kristensen and Shin (2008) to the recursive estimation case. In a subsequent section, we outline a bootstrap version of the estimator, and establish first order validity thereof.
Hereafter, let f k ³ X t |X t−1 , ϑ † k´b e the conditional density implied by model k. If we knew f k in closed form, we could just estimate ϑ † t,k recursively, using standard QMLE as:
Following Kristensen and Shin (2008) , generate T − 1 paths of length one for each simulation replication, using X 1 , ..., X T −1 as starting values; and hence construct X ϑ k,t,j (X t−1 ), for t = 2, ..., T − 1, j = 1, ..., N. Note that we keep the N random draws fixed across different initial values. Then, define the following estimator of the conditional density:
Further, define the recursive NPSQML estimator as follows:
where the trimming function τ N ³ b f k,N,h (X t |X t−1 , ϑ k )´is a positive and increasing function, such that
The reason for the trimming parameter is that when the log density is close to zero, the derivative tends to infinity and so even very tiny simulation errors have a large impact on the likelihood. Our result in this subsection requires the following additional assumptions.
4 Note that as model k is in general misspecified,
k is not necessarily a martingale difference sequence.
5 As an example of a trimming function, Fermanian and Salanie (2004) suggest using:
are geometrically ergodic and strictly stationary, (ii)
∂ϑ k ∂x and
∂ϑ k ∂x are r−dominated on Θ k and on X T,a : {x : x ≤ T a ) for r > 4 and a > 1.
.., m and for r > 4.
¢ is positive definite, uniformly on Θ k . Assumption 8: The kernel, K, is a symmetric, nonnegative, continuous function with bounded support [−∆, ∆], s-time differentiable on the interior of its support, and satisfies:
Theorem 5: Let Assumptions A1-A2, A3', and A6-A8 hold. Let T = R + P, P/R → π, where 0 < π < ∞ and let
and Π = 1 − π −1 ln(1 + π).
As 0 < π < ∞, P grows at the same rate as T, for sake of simplicity, we have stated the rate conditions (a)-(d) in terms of T, instead of a combination of T and P. Note that if we simulate the process using the Euler scheme, instead of the Milstein scheme, the rate condition in (d) should be strengthened to
From Theorem 5 is immediate to see that NPSQMLE satisfies Assumption 4; and is asymptotically equivalent to unfeasible QMLE, which is constructed by maximizing the likelihood of model k. An interesting alternative nonparametric simulated maximum likelihood estimator has recently been suggested by Altissimo and Mele (2005) . Their estimator is based on the minimization of a properly weighted distance between kernel conditional density estimators based on historical and simulated data. For fully observable systems, it is asymptotically equivalent to MLE.
Under the rate conditions in Theorem 5, the contribution of simulation error is asymptotically negligible, and thus there is no need to resample the simulated observations. In particular, let Z t, * = (X * t , X * t+1 , ..., X * t+τ ), t = 1, ..., T − τ be as outlined in Section 3. For each simulation replication, generate T − 1 paths of length one, using as starting values X
Now, for t = R, ..., R + P − 1, define:
where τ 0 N (·) denotes the derivative of τ N (·) with respect to its argument. Note that each term in the simulated likelihood is recentered around the (full) sample mean of the score, evaluated at b ϑ k,t,N,h . This ensures that the bootstrap score has mean zero, conditional on the sample. The recentering term requires computation of
, which is not known in closed form. Nevertheless, it can be computed numerically, by simply taking the numerical derivative of the simulated likelihood. Theorem 6: Let Assumptions A1-A2, A3', and A6-A8 hold. Let T = R + P, P/R → π, where 0 < π < ∞ and let
where P * T denotes the probability law of the resampled series, conditional on the (entire) sample. Thus,
conditional on sample, and for all samples except a set with probability measure approaching zero, and A5 is satisfied by bootstrap NPSQMLE.
Stochastic Volatility Models
Since volatility is not observable, we cannot proceed as in the single factor case when estimating the SV model using NPSQMLE. Instead, let V θ k s be generated according to (4), setting qh = s, q = 1, ..., 1/h, and s = 1, ..., S. For each model k = 1, ..m, and at each simulation replication, i = 1, ..., N, generate S paths of length one, using X t−1 as the starting value for the observable, and using S different starting values for the unobservable volatility (i.e. V θ k s , s = 1, ..., S). Thus, for any t = 1, ..., T − 1, and for any set i, i = 1, ..., N of random errors 1,t+(q+1)h,i and 2,t+(q+1)h,i , q = 1, ..., 1/h, generate S different values for the observable at time t + 1, each of them corresponding to a different starting value for the unobservable. Note that it is important to use the same set of random errors 1,t+(q+1)h,i and 2,t+(q+1)h,i across different initial values for volatility. Using (5) and (6), generate X θ k t,i (X t , V θ k s ) for t = 2, ..., T, i = 1, ..., N and s = 1, ..., S. Now, define:
and note that by averaging over the initial values for the unobservable volatility, its effect is integrated out. Finally, define:
Before establishing the asymptotic properties of b θ k,t,N,S,h , we need another assumption:
Theorem 7: Let Assumptions A1,A2'-A3', and A6-A9 hold. Let T = R + P, P/R → π, where 0 < π < ∞.
Note that in this case, X t is no longer Markov (i.e. X t and V t are jointly Markovian, but X t is not). Therefore, even in the case where model k is the true data generating process, the joint likelihood cannot be expressed as the product of the conditional and marginal distributions. Thus, b θ k,t,N,S,h is necessarily a QMLE estimator. Furthermore, note that ∇ θ k f (X t |X t−1 , θ † k ) is no longer a martingale difference sequence, and therefore we need to use HAC robust covariance matrix estimators, regardless of whether k is the "correct" model or not.
Note that for the bootstrap counterpart of b θ k,t,N,S,h , since S/T → ∞ and N/T → ∞, the contribution of simulation error is asymptotically negligible. Hence, there is no need to resample the simulated observations or the simulated initial values for volatility. Define:
where τ 0 N (·) denotes the derivative with respect to its argument. We have: Theorem 8: Let Assumptions A1,A2'-A3', and A6-A9 hold. Let T = R + P, P/R → π, where 0 < π < ∞ and let
where P * T denotes the probability law of the resampled series, conditional on the (entire) sample.
Empirical Illustration: Choosing Between CIR, SV, and SVJ
Models
In this section, we choose between CIR, stochastic volatility (SV ) and stochastic volatility with jumps (SV J) models by comparing the models' predictive performance across two different sample periods. Our primary objective is to illustrate the implementation of our tests statistics; and our secondary objective is to assess whether the choice of model is impacted by the choice of sample period. There are many precedents in the empirical literature suggesting that evaluation of sub-sample robustness is an important issue when evaluating models. For example, see Bandi and Reno (2008) , who compare their semiparametric estimates of a jump diffusion for S&P500 returns to a less general affine model estimated by Eraker, Johannes, and Polson (2003) . In their analysis, the alternative models are rather similar, but they use different sample periods and different variance filtering methods. In our example, we use the same estimation method for different models across different estimation periods. In particular, we consider two samples of weekly data, one from January 6, 1989 -December 31, 1998 (526 observations) and one from January 8, 1999 -April 30, 2008 (491 observations), chosen arbitrarily. The variable that we model is the effective (or market) federal funds rate (i.e. the interbank interest rate), measured at the close.
In our analysis, we use the three models implemented in Bhardwaj, Corradi and Swanson (BCS: 2008) . Other than considering similar models, our empirical illustration is quite different from theirs. Namely, they report on in-sample Kolmogorov type consistent specification tests for individual models, while we report the model selection type test statistics and related forecast error measures discussed in this paper. More specifically, we jointly compare the out-of-sample predictive accuracy of various models using recursively estimated models and recursively constructed predictive densities. The three models that we examine are:
CIR: dX(t) = κ 1 (α 1 − X(t)) dt + γ 1 p X(t)dW 1 (t), where κ 1 > 0, γ 1 > 0 and 2κ 1 α 1 ≥ γ 2 1 , SV: dX(t) = κ 2 (α 2 − X(t)) dt + p V (t)dW 1 (t), and dV (t) = κ 3 (α 3 − V (t)) dt + γ 2 p V (t)dW 2 (t) , where W 1 (t) and W 2 (t) are independent Brownian motions, and where κ 2 > 0, κ 3 > 0, γ 2 > 0, and 2κ 3 α 3 ≥ γ 2 2 . SVJ:
, where W r (t) and W v (t) are independent Brownian motions, and where κ 4 > 0, κ 5 > 0, γ 3 > 0, and 2κ 5 α 5 ≥ γ 2 3 . Further q u and q d are Poisson processes with jump intensity λ u and λ d , and are independent of the Brownian motions W 1 (t) and W 2 (t) . Jump sizes are iid and are controlled by jump magnitudes ζ u , ζ d > 0, which are drawn from exponential distributions, with densities:
Here, λ u is the probability of a jump up, Pr (dq u (t) = 1) = λ u , and jump up size is controlled by J u ; while λ d and J d control jump down intensity and size. Note that the case of Poisson jumps with constant intensity and jump size with exponential density is covered by the assumptions stated in the previous sections.
The tests that we construct are D Max k,P,N (u 1 , u 2 ) and DV Max k,P,S,N (u 1 , u 2 ). In our tables, we also report the so-called "predictive density" mean square forecast errors (P DMSF E) terms in these statistics, which are constructed using the following formulae:
, depending upon whether we are predicting using one factor or stochastic volatility models. We define the CIR model to be our "benchmark", against which the other models are compared. For the estimation of parameters as well as the construction of predictive densities, data were generated using the Milstein scheme discussed above, with h = 1/T , where T is the sample size. The jump component in our SV J model was simulated without any error, because of the constancy of the intensity parameter. The three models fall in the class of affine diffusions. Therefore, it is possible to compute parameter estimates using the conditional characteristic function (see Singleton (2001) for the CIR model, Jiang and Knight (2002) for the SV model, and Chacko and Viceira (2003) for the SV J model). We leave analysis of the predictive accuracy of the models discussed herein under different estimation methods to future research. All parameters are estimated recursively, all empirical bootstrap distributions are constructed using 500 bootstrap replications, and critical values are reported for the 95 th , 90 th , 85 th , and 80 th percentiles of the relevant bootstrap empirical distributions. For the bootstrap, block lengths of 5 and 10 are reported on. Additionally, we set S = 1000, and for model SV and SV J we set N = S. Tests were carried out based on the construction of τ − step ahead predictive densities and associated confidence intervals, for τ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12}. We set (u 1 , u 2 ) equal to X ± 0.5σ X , and X ± σ X , where X and σ X are the mean and variance of an initial sample of data.
Test statistic values, P DMSF Es, and bootstrap critical values are reported for various u 1 , u 2 combinations, forecast horizons, and bootstrap block lengths in Tables 1-4. The first two tables report results for the sample period January 6, 1989-December 31, 1998, while Tables 3 and 4 report results for the sample period January 8, 1999 -April 30, 2008 . Interestingly, a number of very clear-cut conclusions emerge. In particular, P DMSF Es are lower for the SV J model in 12 of 14 cases in Table 1 . Moreover, in the 2 cases where SV J is not "P DMSF E-best", there is little to choose between the P DMSF Es of the different models. Perhaps not surprisingly, then, the null hypothesis that the CIR model yields predictive densities at least as accurate as the two competitor models is rejected in almost all cases, at a 95% level of confidence. (Starred entries in the tables denote rejection using CVs equal to the 95 th percentile of the empirical bootstrap distributions.)
Notice also that although bootstrap CVs increase in magnitude when a longer block length is used (see Table  2 ), the number of rejections of the null hypothesis remains the same, suggesting that our findings thus far are somewhat robust to bootstrap block length. Turning now to Table 3, note that it is now the SV model that yields the "P DMSF E-best" predictive densities in all but two cases. Moreover, in the two cases that SV does not "win", the SV J model "wins", albeit with only marginally lower P DMSF Es. However, significant rejection of the null only occurs in 8 of 14 cases based on the more recent sample of data used in construction of the statistics reported in Tables 3  and 4 , rather than 10 cases, as in Tables 1 and 2 . Moreover, when the block length is increased from 5 to 10, the number of rejections of the null deceases almost to zero (see Table 4 ). Thus, while the point P DMSF E is lower in 12 of 14 cases, it is more difficult to discern a statistically significant difference between the SV and the CIR model when using data from 1999-2008. Two points are worth mentioning in this regard. First, the absolute magnitude of the SV P DM SF Es are actually substantively lower than those for the CIR model, in Tables 3 and 4 , when comparing CIR and SV models, just as they were when comparing CIR and SV J models in Tables 1 and 2, suggesting that the reduction in rejections when increasing the block length in Table 4 may be due in part to size bias in the case of the longer block length. Second, and more importantly, regardless of the above findings, it is very clear that the selection of P DMSF E-best model is indeed dependent upon the sample period used to construct predictive densities. While the one factor model generally performs worse than the other two models, whether or not jumps improve model performance depends on the sample period being investigated. Thus, different sample periods do not result in the same model being chosen, which is not surprising, given that the extant empirical evidence concerning which model to use when examining interest rates is rather mixed.
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In Figures 1 and 2 , predictive densities are plotted for various evaluation points given a particular set of recursively estimated parameters (chosen to illustrate the variety of predictive densities that arise, in practical applications). Evaluation points are chosen to be equal to the mean of the data, and various points around the mean. Figure 1 reports densities for our first sample period and Figure 2 for our second sample period. Notice that a model yielding a density centered around the evaluation point is preferred, assuming that it yields predictions with equal or lesser dispersion that its competitor model. Interestingly, in Figure  1 it is quite apparent that the SV J model is preferred, although none of the models are particularly well centered for evaluation points not equal to the mean of 0.055. In Figure 2 , where results are reported for the second sample period, the models are well centered around the evaluation point, even for points that are relatively distant from the mean (see Figures 1a and 1c) . Moreover, in this particular set of plots, the SV model is clearly dominant, as it yields densities that are better centered and exhibit much less dispersion.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1: (i) We begin by analyzing the term in the test statistic that is associated with model 1. Without loss of generality, and for the sake of brevity, set u 1 = −∞ and u 2 = u.Consider:
Now,
By arguments similar to those used in the proof of Proposition 1 in Corradi and Swanson (2005b) , the first term of the last equality on the RHS of (9) is o P (1). Now, by taking a mean value expansion around ϑ † 1 , it is easy to see that the second term of the last equality on the RHS of (9) can be written as:
where f 1 (·|X t ) denotes the conditional density under model 1. Finally, II P,N,h is o P (1), given that it is of smaller order than the other two terms on the RHS of (8). By treating model k in the same manner as model 1, we have that,
, where E X denotes expectation with respect to the probability measure governing the data and E N denotes expectation with respect to the probability measure governing the simulated data. Thus, given Assumption A4:
It then follows that
, where
and where, recalling A4,
and
⎠ diverges at rate √ P . This drives the statistic to either plus or minus infinity. Proof of Corollary 1: For any given k, the limiting distribution of D k,P,N (u 1 , u 2 ) − μ k (u 1 , u 2 ) follows from inspection of Theorem 1(i). Also, by the Cramer-Wold device,
converges to a m−dimensional mean zero Gaussian random variable with covariance matrix that has kk element given by W k (u 1 , u 2 ), as defined in the statement of Theorem 1(i). The statement in the corollary then follows as a straightforward consequence of the Cramer-Wold device and the continuous mapping theorem. Proof of Theorem 2: As before, set u 1 = −∞ and u 2 = u. We begin by analyzing the term in the test statistic that is associated with model 1, which can be written as:
First, note that:
Also, by the same arguments as those used in the proof of Theorem 4 in Bhardwaj, Corradi and Swanson (2008) ,
Thus, from Theorem 3.5 in Künsch (1989) , it follows that the first term on the RHS of the last equality in (11) has the same limiting distribution as:
, and as N/P → ∞, the third term on the RHS of (11) can be written as:
By the same argument as that used in the proof of Theorem 1(i):
Finally, the last term on the RHS of (12), conditional on the sample, and for all samples except a set with probability measure approaching zero, has the same limiting distribution as:
! and the statement then follows by the same argument as that used in Theorem 1(i). Proof of Corollary 2: Given Theorem 2, the result follows directly upon application of the Cramer-Wold device and the continuous mapping theorem. Proof of Theorem 3: We begin by analyzing the term in the test statistic that is associated with model 1. Without loss of generality, and for the sake of brevity, we yet again set u 1 = −∞ and u 2 = u.Consider:
The statement follows by the same argument as that used in Theorem 1, as by Proposition 5 in Bhardwaj, Corradi and Swanson (2008) ,
and for S/P → ∞ and N/P → ∞,
Proof of Theorem 4: Since S/T → ∞, we do not need to resample the initial value of volatility, and the statement thus follows by the same argument as that used in Theorem 2. For notational simplicity, in the proof of Theorems 5-8 below, we drop the subscript k, as the arguments used in this proof are the same for all k. Proof of Theorem 5: Define,
where X ϑ t,i (X t−1 ) is the i−th simulated value, when starting the path at X t−1 , for the case in which there is no discretization error (i.e. for the case in which we could generate continuous paths), and define:
where L t (ϑ) is the pseudo true density under P θ . We organize the proof into four steps. Steps 1 and 2 suffice for the statement in (i) to hold.
Step 1: sup
Step 2: sup
Step 3:
Step 4:
Proof of Steps 1 and 3: We first need to show that our assumptions imply the assumptions in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Fermanian and Salanié' (2004, FS) , and then we outline which steps in their proofs have to be modified in order to take into account the fact that X t is β−mixing (instead of iid) and the fact that our estimator is recursive. Then, the statements in Steps 1 and 3 will follow directly from their Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Now, A8 implies K0, in FS. A1(ii)-(iii) and A6-A7 imply L1 and L2, with β = r, and L3, with γ = γ 0 = r > 4 in FS. A3' implies M1 with s 0 = 0, and M2 with r 0 = s 1 = 0 and p 0 = ζ = r > 4, in FS. It remains to check that the rate conditions T1, R1, T2, R2 and R3 in FS are implied by the rate conditions in the statement of the theorem. First, recall that T, R, P grow at the same rate, given 0 < π < ∞ and
, and as a > 1 and r > 4, (c) in the statement of the theorem implies T2 (and hence T1) in FS for v = 1 and
, it follows that (a) is equivalent to R3 in FS, for γ = r. Finally, (c) and (b) are equivalent to R2 in FS, for m = 1 and r 0 = 0. As FS's proof is based on the rate at which
, ϑ)ā pproach zero, the fact that we are estimating parameters in a recursive manner plays no role. On the other hand, the iid assumption is used in the exponential inequalities in the proof of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.1 in FS. However, given the geometric β−mixing assumption in A1(i), the rate in the exponential (Bernstein and Hoeffding) inequalities is slower than in the iid case, only up to a logarithmic term (see e.g. Doukhan, 1995, p.33-36) . Thus, consistency follows from their Theorem 1.1, and asymptotic normality from their Theorem 1.2. Moreover, Step 2 follows by the same argument. Hence, it remains to prove Step 4. Proof of Step 4:
and given A6, Now, (18) follows from Steps 1 and 2 in the proof of Theorem 5, given that the only difference is that we evaluate the likelihood at the resampled observations. Note also that (19) is majorized by:
The first term in (??) is o p * (1) as a direct consequence of Step 3 and 4 in the proof of Theorem 5. The second term is majorized by
Proof of
Step 2: Follows directly from (19) and from Steps 2 and 4 in the proof Theorem 5 Proof of Theorem 7: Let:
We show that:
where E S denotes the expectation with respect to the simulated initial values of volatility. By a mean value expansion,
By a similar argument as that used in the proof of (20),
V 5,T,N,S,h (θ) , (other than a log term), can be treated as V 1,T,N,S,h (θ) , and so sup θ∈N θ † V 5,T,N,S,h (θ) =
Finally, by a similar argument as that used to examine V 3,T,N,S,h (θ) :
Proof of Theorem 8: Follows immediately, given Theorem 7, and by the same arguments as those used in the proof of Theorem 6. 6, 1989 6, -December 31, 1998 (CIR model is the benchmark, bootstrap block length=5) τ u 1 , u 2 D Max k,P,S,N (u 1 , u 2 ) P DMSF E CIR P DMSF E SV P DMSF E SV J 5% CV 10% CV 15% CV 20% CV ( * ) Notes: Numerical entries in the table are test statistics, predicitve density type P DMSF Es (see Section 7 for further discussion), and associated bootstrap critical values, constructed using intervals given in the second column of the table, and for predictive horizons, τ =1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12. Starred entries denote rejection of the null hypothesis that the CIR model yields predictive densities at least as accurate as the competitor SV and SVJ models. Weekly data are used in all estimations, and the sample period across which predictive densities are constructed is T /2, where T is the sample size. Predictive densities are constructed using simulations of length S = 10T . Empirical bootstrap distributions are constructed using 100 bootstrap replications, and critical values are reported for the 95 th , 90 th , 85 th , and 80 th percentiles of the bootstrap distribution. X and σ X are the mean and variance of an initial sample of data used in the first in-sample estimation, prior to the construction of the first predictive density (i.e. using T/2 observations). Finally, the predictive density type "mean square forecast errors" (MSF Es) reported in the fourth through sixth columns of the table are defined above, and reported entries are multiplied by P 1/2 , where P = T/2 is the ex ante prediction period. 
